
DUAL CAREER COUPLES IN HRM

Challenges of International HR Managers when dealing with dual career couples .

Thus increasing stress level in their personal lives. Though, with efforts the female counterpart gets to acquire
her desired position in the organization but it usually hurts the pace of her achievement rate and somewhat
delays her progress in career. Many couples establish themselves social equality within their marriage. Stress
is a natural part of living, but too much stress can cause illness and increase the risk of death. On one hand,
conflicting sequence of one spouse's career conflicts with that of the other demands arise that do not occur in
families with one [19]. Joint training, [10] N. Safilios-Rothschild Eds. In contrast, individuals with anxiety
attachment styles are hyperactive, continuously seeking and attempting to maintain partner proximity. The
concept is designed to allow three day weekends common in organizations. Johnson, Family size, satisfaction,
and productivity in dual-career couples, In J. In my opinion, the topic of this study is important for the
following reasons. More responsible offspring: Having a dual career path implies giving less time to the
children. The expenses of traveling and each spouse's history of being alone i. This usually happens when a
person assumes certain responsibilities to be carried out by the other by default. When couples share a home
and one or both members commute long distances to work each day or couples immigrating at separate times,
they are also not included in this definition. According to Glueck [26], there may be four Gilmore and Fannin
[29] provide an excellent summary of strategies of alternative work schedules: compressed work possible
personnel policies and practices that the organization weeks, flextime, part-time employment and job sharing
to may adopt which would help such dual career couples. It is obvious that a competitive advantage such as
technology, resources and quality can be imitated. The wife works either because her income is affected. Like
job sharing the employee does not necessarily work in Some redesigned program options that may be
incorporated the office for forty hours. Socialization of roles: In a society a man is generally considered to be
the bread earner while the woman is considered to be a homemaker. Most are between the ages of 25 to 65, the
mean age being mid- to late thirties. Avoidant individuals, with two subtypes, generally suppress desires of
seeking for partners. Thus living in a stereotypic society becomes a mammoth task. The dual career lifestyle
demands more dual-earner families largely outnumber them. But when women work out of husband may have
career in which he is committed to advance necessity or out of choice the family structure is likely to be
himself. With dual career families, socialization becomes a piece of cake. Thus having a clear properly made
decision is very vital. With these couples, much of the stress comes from childcare. In most flexible work
schedule arrangements, each is important that organizations gain a fuller understanding of employee must
work some standard number of hours per day, the problems faced by such employees. These professional
involvement [15], career salience [16], and how researchers reported that several women in their study made
they perceive their family and work worlds [17], [14], it is not significant concessions with regard to their
careers because of clear at this time whether women experience unique pressures family demands. Often one
has to sacrifice a bit in handling the domestic affair so that the other partner can concentrate on more
important work of career advancement. Not only was there less time for socializing, family experiences. Let us
discuss more about this dual working couples system. Due to such high level of commitment from both the
spouses it sometime becomes difficult for them to maintain a healthy personal life unlike traditional families
where each member enjoys their freedom and duties alike. People often choose a life partner on the basis of
education and job.


